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Pavel Sheremet was an award-winning investigative journalist. SOPA Images via ZUMA Wire / TASS

Police in Ukraine have received new evidence that may help identify those who ordered the
murder of award-winning investigative journalist Pavel Sheremet in 2016.

"The documents and audio recordings, the last of which are dated by 2012, are already at the
disposal of the investigation," the police said in a statement.

Fragments of these recordings published on the Internet contain the voices of "unidentified
persons discussing the murder" of Sheremet, including the option of poisoning him, the
statement added.

The National Police also said they had received permission to conduct an investigation in an
EU country, but did not specify which one.
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Related article: Who Killed Sheremet? Ukraine's Security Services Announce Theories on
Murder

Parts of the audio recording were released by Belarus opposition Telegram channel Nexta
Live, which claims that one of the voices is that of former Belarusian KGB chief Vadim
Zaytsev. Zaytsev headed the secret service in 2008-2012.

Sheremet was killed on July 20, 2016, when a bomb planted in his car exploded during the
morning rush hour in Kiev.

Five suspects were detained in December over the killing, but Sheremet's supporters have
expressed increasing discontent about the investigation.

A Russian national who was born in ex-Soviet Belarus, Sheremet worked for a top TV channel
in Russia, but quit the country in 2014, the year Russia annexed Crimea.

He started working in Kiev for Ukrainska Pravda, a popular online newspaper whose founder
Georgiy Gongadze himself was kidnapped and murdered in 2000 after investigating the
alleged government corruption.

In 1998, Sheremet's earlier work in his native Belarus was honored by the U.S.-based
Committee to Protect Journalists in their International Press Freedom Awards.

And in 2002, he received an award for his journalism from the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).
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